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ABSTRACT

Wrinkles of a stiff thin layer attached on a soft substrate have been widely observed in nature
and these phenomena have raised considerable interests over the last decade. In terms of sta-
bility study, several theoretical and numerical works havebeen devoted to linear perturbation
analysis and nonlinear buckling analysis. However, most previous works have been mainly
constrained to determine the critical conditions of instability and the corresponding wrinkling
patterns near the instability threshold. The post-buckling evolution and mode transition of
surface wrinkles are only recently being pursued.

Pattern formation modeling and post-buckling analysis deserve new numerical investigations,
especially through finite element method that can provide the overall view and insight into
the formation and evolution of wrinkle patterns in any condition. Therefore, we propose a
whole numerical framework to study surface wrinkling of film-substrate systems: from 2D to
3D modeling, from classical to multi-scale perspective [1,2, 3, 4, 5]. The main objective is
to apply advanced numerical methods for multiple-bifurcation analyses of film-substrate sys-
tems, especially focusing on post-buckling evolution and surface mode transition. These ad-
vanced numerical approaches include path-following techniques, bifurcation indicators, bridg-
ing techniques, multi-scale analyses,etc. Through incorporating them with finite element
method, it can predict the occurrence and whole evolution ofwrinkling patterns in various
boundary and loading conditions as well as complex geometries. The point of this frame-
work lies in, but is not limited to, the application and improvement of the following numerical
methods to the instability pattern formation of film-substrate systems:

• Finite element method to be able to deal with all the geometries, behaviors and boundary
conditions;

• Path-following technique for nonlinear problem resolution and post-buckling tracing;

• Bifurcation indicator to detect bifurcation points and theassociated instability modes;

• Reduction techniques of models by multi-scale approaches;

• Bridging techniques to couple full models and reduced-order models concurrently.

Within this framework, both 2D and 3D models incorporate Asymptotic Numerical Method
(ANM) [6, 7] as a robust path-following technique and bifurcation indicators well adapted
to the ANM, so as to predict a sequence of multiple bifurcations and the associated insta-
bility modes on their post-buckling evolution path as the load is increased. The tracing of



post-bifurcation response is an important and a difficult numerical problem. The ANM gives
interactive access to semi-analytical equilibrium branches, which offers considerable advan-
tage of reliability compared with classical iterative algorithms. The underlying principle of the
ANM is to build up the nonlinear solution branch in the form ofrelatively high order truncated
power series. The resulting series are then introduced intothe nonlinear problem, which helps
to transform it into a sequence of linear problems that can besolved numerically. In this way,
one gets approximations of the solution path that are very accurate inside the radius of con-
vergence. Moreover, by taking the advantage of the local polynomial approximations of the
branch within each step, the algorithm is remarkably robustand fully automatic. Furthermore,
unlike incremental-iterative methods, the arc-length step size in the ANM is fully adaptive
since it is determineda posterioriby the algorithm. A small radius of convergence and step
accumulation appear around the bifurcation and imply its presence. To our best knowledge,
it appears to be the first time that addresses the post-bifurcation instability problems of film-
substrate systems from the quantitative standpoint, through applying these advanced numerical
approaches.
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